
Initial attempt was not conclusive ⇒ Solvent was changed to DMSO and temperature was
increased ⇒ It showed only marginal improvements in yields.

Trimethylamine-oxide was not suitable
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 strong acids, transition metals as catalysts or
excessive quantities of reagents

Suga Laboratory
 The lab is supervised by Pr. Suga, Pr. Mitsudo
and Dr. Sato. It hosts two PhD students and 23

students between B4 and M2. 
 Lab research focuses on new synthesis

processes of highly active species created
using organic electron transfer reactions
and various catalysts, and development of

methodologies for the creation of
functional materials. 
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The project

Study past results of the laboratory:
1 - trimethylamine oxide as a mediator
2 - yield of 95 % in old acetonitrile ⇒ degradation ?

We focused our
study on acetic

acid.
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Screening of
parameters were

studied to improve
the yield.
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A plateau was
observed

between 1.75 and
2.0 F/mol.

We studied the
amount of

charge again and
also the

reproducibility.

High humidity during summer might be
causing issues: excess water can degrade

DABCO, disrupting its function as an
electrolysis mediator.

Conclusion
Me N-oxide and Et NH were not effective as

mediators, unlike acetic acid, which enabled us
to improve yields. However, challenges with
reproducibility due to humidity and water

presence were encountered. Despite not fully
achieving the project, it deepened our

understanding of electrosynthesis.
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The internship provided
valuable learning

experiences, enhanced
lab skills, teamwork, and

communication. It
extended competencies

beyond technical
expertise,

encompassing
independent work,

critical analysis, and
cross-cultural

adaptation.
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